Pre-Fellowship travels:
Wedding in Crosia, Italy
Montpellier, France
Barcelona, Spain
Paris, France
Old town of Crosia, Italy
All of the girls
Ashley and Salvatore
Champagne tasting
Crosia sunset
Getting ready for the big day
Beautiful bride
Proud parents
Outdoor ceremony...good thing it is in the evening!
The wedding party...one big Italian family now!
The reception at a 500 year old villa in the countryside
Bridesmaids
What could be more romantic than riding a Vespa into the sunset?
Italian booty-shakin’
Last day on the beach
Milan cathedral
My first dinner on my own!
Montpellier, France
Luc and Catherine, my hosts in Montpellier
A small chapel in Southern France
Cantercel studio
Studio roof structure
Another Cantercel home
Water resistant siding
Natural building materials
Pont du Gard
Shigeru Ban paper bridge
Nimes, France
Traditional lime plastering
Barcelona, Spain
Gaudi’s Casa Batllo
Cool Gaudi light
Casa Batllo interior
Attic hallway
Casa Batllo roof
Casa Mila
Sagrada Familia
Parc Guell
Parc Guell colonnade
A calm amidst the storm of tourists
Olympic village...yes that is a huge metallic fish
Paris, France
Nike...my fav
Ahhh..parks of Paris
So Paris DOES have a river
Centre Pompidou
Paris rooftops
Crazy organic art
Musee D’Orsay
Art Nouveau desk
Mmmmmmm
The view two blocks from our apartment